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Abstract. In the recent years diverse modeling tools for the development of automotive systems emerged and each tool and the associated
modeling language have diﬀerent strengths and weaknesses. A comprehensive solution tries to integrate multiple partially overlapping models
from diﬀerent tools. In general, timing properties are crucial when developing real-time system and in a complex setting minor changes of the
models may lead to violations of existing timing requirements. Thus, it
is crucial that relevant dependencies between models and related timing
properties are explicitly captured, allowing the analysis of the impact
of changes on the timing properties and timing requirements. However,
current modeling tools and languages do not explicitly encode all relevant dependencies and, thus, violations may remain undetected. In this
paper we propose to use the initial concept of mega models as a solution
for the support of those dependencies relevant for timing properties.

1

Introduction

Over the last few years, diverse modeling tools for the development of automotive
systems emerged with each has diﬀerent strengths and weaknesses. Examples
of professional modeling tools are TOPCASED (see http://topcased.org),
which employs SysML (see http://www.omgsysml.org) as modeling language
with a strong focus on modeling several types of requirements, SystemDesk
(see http://www.dspace.de), which supports AUTOSAR (see http://www.
autosar.org) as architectural modeling language, and MATLAB/Simulink (see
http://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab/), which strength is modeling
behavioral aspects.
A comprehensive solution has to combine the strengths of individual solutions. Thus, it has to integrating multiple partially overlapping models from
diﬀerent modeling tools. In the past, we have developed a tool-chain that integrates several tools (including the aforementioned tools) for modeling in the
domain of automative systems. We additionally integrated a real-time simulation tool called chronSIM (see http://www.inchron.com/chronsim.html) for
analyzing timing properties [1], which is an important part of the development
process.
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In general, timing properties are crucial when developing real-time system
and they need to be considered at diﬀerent levels of abstraction, within different models and in diﬀerent development steps. In a complex setting, minor
changes of the models may lead to violations of existing timing properties and,
therefore, timing requirements. Thus, it is crucial that relevant dependencies
between models and related timing properties are explicitly captured, which
permits analyzing the impact of changes on the timing properties and timing
requirements. However, in the most cases current modeling tools do not explicitly encode all relevant dependencies that have an impact on timing properties,
which are dependencies between diﬀerent models and even between elements
in the same model. This may result in violations of timing requirements that
remain undetected. In this paper, we propose the initial concept of employing
mega models as a solution to encode these dependencies, which supports the
explicit maintenance of timing properties. Generally, mega models are models
of models and their relationships [2], which can be used to explicitly represent
any kind of modeling artifacts. To also encode dependencies within models, we
need more detailed relationships as proposed in [3]. There we proposed to use
hierarchical modeling artifacts and relationships to encode dependencies at any
level of detail.
Following in Section 2, we give an example of how diﬀerent models depend on
each other and how diﬀerent techniques can be employed to support an overall
development process. We also discuss limitations and restrictions of the employed
techniques and in Section 3 a discussion concerning the proposed solution is
given. Section 4 provides related work and in Section 5 we conclude our proposal.

2

Application Scenario

In our current tool-chain, we have various dependencies between elements of different models (inter-model) and even between elements of the same model (intramodel), which are insuﬃciently supported in a sense that timing requirements
are not violated by changing individual model elements. In many cases, even
detecting that crucial timing properties are potentially impacted by some modiﬁcation is rarely possible. To show how diﬀerent types of dependencies might
look like, Figure 1 shows a simple application example with elements organized
in diﬀerent models.
The ﬁgure represents in a simpliﬁed form artifacts related to four diﬀerent
models: a SysML model, an AUTOSAR model, a task-based model and a behavioral model. The task-based model is used by chronSIM for real-time simulation
purpose. The behavioral model is a speciﬁcation that is modeled within MATLAB/Simulink. MATLAB and chronSIM models are depicted as dashed rectangles only because currently we only import and export these models from and to
AUTOSAR. The models itself exist manifested in form of associated project or
model ﬁles. The ﬁgure also shows some model elements of the provided models.
The SysML model deﬁnes a hardware platform, a software component and a
timing requirement. The AUTOSAR model also deﬁnes a hardware platform,
a software component and a timing requirement (latency timing requirement),
which are semantically equivalent to the hardware platform, the software com-
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ponent and the timing requirement of the SysML model because they represent
equivalent parts of the system. In addition, the AUTOSAR model has a a latency
timing guarantee, which is a timing property that is somehow guaranteed, e.g.,
by the developer. The software component of the AUTOSAR model additionally
contains a runnable, which deﬁnes its behavior.
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Fig. 1. Simpliﬁed application example

The dashed ellipses D0-D4 denote dependencies that implicitly exist between diﬀerent models (D0, D1 and D2) as well as within models (D3 and
D4). D0 reﬂects the bi-directional dependency between the SysML Model and
the AUTOSAR model, which is currently realized by a bi-directional modelsynchronization (cf. [1]). It synchronizes the overlapping model elements of both
models. D1 denotes a dependency between the AUTOSAR model and the taskbased model, which is currently realized in one direction by a model transformation implemented directly in Java. After simulating the task-based model,
the simulation results must be propagated back to the AUTOSAR model, which
is currently done manually. D2 denotes a dependency between the behavioral
model and the AUTOSAR model. This is currently realized by generating code
from MATLAB/Simulink and subsequently mapping the generated code manually into the AUTOSAR model. D3 is an implicit dependency between the
OS-Task, the hardware platform, the runnable and the latency timing guarantee. The timing guarantee is an end-to-end timing property of the software
component. Thus, if one of the dependent elements has changed the timing
guarantee is potentially invalidated. D4 depicts the dependency that implicitly
exists between the latency timing guarantee and the latency timing requirement.
In the case the timing guarantee changes the timing requirement may be violated. Currently, those exemplary dependencies cannot explicitly deﬁned in our
tool-chainbecause we have no model for inter-model dependencies nor the AUTOSAR metamodel supports deﬁning dependencies (D3 and D4) between all
related elements explicitly.

3

Employing Mega Models in the Automotive Domain

In this position paper, we overcome the aforementioned issue of not being able to
express inter-model and even intra-model dependencies by employing the notion
of mega models. Our proposed solution employs mega models for deﬁning relationships between modeling artifacts as ﬁst-class entities. Therefore, models are
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explicitly represented as modeling artifacts in a mega model and dependencies
between models are explicitly encoded by means of relationships between modeling artifacts. Additionally, a mega model supporting a ﬂexible level-of-detail,
as shown in [3], allows the deﬁnition of arbitrary relationships also between
single elements of models. Thus, we can overcome the problem of deﬁning intramodel-dependencies by encoding required dependencies between model-elements
as relationships in the mega model without changing the metamodel (e.g., in the
case of dependency D2 of the AUTOSAR model). In addition, the semantic of
relationships can be expressed by arbitrary model operations, like in the case
of a model-synchronization, etc. Figure 2 shows a high-level view of our current
tool-chain captured by a mega model.
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Fig. 2. High-level view of the mega model

The ﬁgure shows ﬁve models, which are now represented as modeling artifacts
of the mega model. Between these modeling artifacts we can deﬁne relationships,
which reﬂect the required dependencies of our application example in Figure 1.
The SysML model has a bi-directional synchronization relationship with the
AUTOSAR model. The behavioral model has a generation relationship to CCode, which is mapped to the AUTOSAR model expressed by the mapping
relationship. The AUTOSAR model has a transformation relationship to the
task-based model. For each direction there is a distinct relationship because it
is not a bi-directional synchronization. The simulation relationship denotes that
the task-based model is in a simulation dependency with itself. When simulating
the model, the results are stored in the same model.
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Fig. 3. Lower-level view of the mega model

As shown in [3], a mega model can also represent lower-level modeling artifacts, e.g., elements of models. This reﬁnement also holds for relationships.
Figure 3 shows a view on the mega model with details of the SysML model, the
synchronization relationship and the AUTOSAR model. The synchronization
relationship contains three mapping relationships, which denote the correspondence of the synchronized modeling artifacts. Within the AUTOSAR model, we
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can now explicitly encode the dependencies of the elements that directly impact
the latency timing guarantee (timing dependency) as well as the dependency that
directly impacts the latency timing requirement (requirement dependency).
A prerequisite for implementing this solution is a platform like Eclipse in combination with EMF (see http://www.eclipse.org/emf), which is responsible
for hosting all models in central workspace. If all required artifacts are accessible
in that workspace, we can easily represent all required modeling artifacts within
the mega model and relate them appropriately.

4

Related Work

Due to the lack of space, we will only brieﬂy discuss two diﬀerent approaches
related to our proposal. In [4] an approach called ModelBus is described that
integrates tools through adapters to bridge diﬀerent technologies. Their focus is
on orchestrating the development process through modeling services provided by
diverse tools. Thus, their approach is process oriented but not model oriented.
We want to focus on a generic model (mega model) that represents modeling
artifacts of diﬀerent tools and further maintains relationships between these
models on the basis of the generic model. Nevertheless, ModelBus can potentially
be combined with our approach by employing its adapter capabilities.
DUALLY [5] is a framework for the support of language and tool interoperability by providing mechanisms to specify dependencies between diﬀerent
(meta) models. Based on these dependencies model transformations can be automatically derived. While we understand model transformation and also modelsynchronization (like described in [6]) as a key concept to be used to obtain
interoperability between diﬀerent models, intra-model dependencies are rarely
supported by the transformations used in DUALLY.

5

Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a shift from a tool oriented solution to a model
oriented solution to manage the dependencies concerning real-time properties
between models in diﬀerent tools as well between model elements included in the
same tool or model. Therefore, we suggest applying mega models for capturing
modeling artifacts and dependencies in between. On top of the mega models, we
can formally reason about dependencies but also apply impact analysis, etc.
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